


















CTD Processing Notes
Fr 6/95

Neil White

This Cruise was part of a study of the flow of deep and bottom
water into the West Australian Basin of the Indian Ocean.

CTD unit number 8 (an EG&G Mk IIIC unit) was used for all
stations. There are 41 stations, numbered 1 - 41.

The main instrumental problem on this cruise was with the Mk IIIC
digitising circuitry for the multiplexed channels - this problem has ffected a
number of these units in use around the World. This only affected the oxygen
channels on this cruise.

The problem was fixed after this cruise.

Pressure calibration

Data from the stainless steel presure transducer was used for all
stations.

Constants from the last laboratory calibrations were used but a
new offset term was calculated for each station from the pressure of the first
'in water' data records. These offsets had a range of 1.1 decibars.

Temperature calibration

Temperature calibration constants from the last laboratory
calibrations were used.

Conductivity calibration

Calibrations were done by calculating a bias, conductiovity slope
and station-dependant term for groups of stations as was don by WHOL. The
final grouping settled  on was: stations 1-17, 18-28 and 29-41. After
calibration the standard deviation of the salinity residuals for the whole
cruise is .0027 psu. This is good, but is partly so because nearly all of the
samples were deep. It would have been helpfull to have had a few more samples
shallower that 1,000m.

Problems with oxygen data

A problem with the digitising board for the multiplexed channels
caused some jumps in the oxygen data, especially in deep water. The problem
may also occur in shallower water, but may not be apparent because of the
greater noisiness and rates of change of the data in shallower water. This
problem has been encountered by a number of institions usint the IIIC units
and a fix has been issued by GO. Examinaton ot the raw data did not suggest an
easy way of fixint the data, as it dose not seem to be a simple 'sticky bit'
problem.

In addition, there were a number of glitches in shallowere water
that were edited out. In summary, the following cuts were made to oxygen data:
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Station Depth Range
8 1,760 - 2,320
9 1,680 - 2,320
10 1,680 - 2,160
11 1,800 - 2,300
12 1,900 - 2,500
13 3,260 - 3,740
14 2,400 - 3,360
15 2,420 - 3,660
16 2,500 - 3,600
17 2,000 - 3,000
18 2,100 - 3,000
19 3,600 - 4,300
20 3,700 - 4,400
21 3,600 - 4,280
22 3,660 - 4,160
23 3,060 - 4,140
24 3,400 - bottom
25 3,520 - bottom
26 3,520 - bottom
27 2,180 - 2,340
29 2,400 - 3,300
30 1,880 - 2,520
31 1,880 - 2,440
32 1,700 - 2,400
33 1,580 - 2,140
34 1,540 - 2,220
35 1,380 - 1,900
36 1,400 - 1,900
37 1,350 - 1,700
38 1,480 - 1,960
39 1,380 - 2,100
40 1,600 - 2,100
41 1,600 - 1,960

Other Edits

Some other edits were made to remove bad data due to fouling of
the conductivity cell or where the filters did not handle salinity spiking
well. None of these edits caused gaps in the data.

The surface salinities for stations 23 and 24 look low but this
seems to be real.
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Notes on ADCP data for Fr 6/95

1 Features of this voyage

GPS "SA" degradation (see section 2) was in force during this voyage, and GPS coverage
was 100%.

A very small amount of on-station data was mildly corrupted in the top 50 m by one acous-
tic beam intersecting water dragged by the CTD wire. All but the most subtly affected bins
have been removed (as there is no way of correcting for this effect).

1.1 Profiles integrated

Bottom track corrected, no reference layer averaging in final integration:

21   20 minute profiles (6% of voyage covered).

GPS corrected

1473  20 minute profiles  (97% of voyage covered). Use with care, if at all, as SA was active.

491  60 minute profiles (97% coverage).

Non-integrated profiles (3 minute ensembles)

All possible ensembles with best available correction (bottom track preferred).

2 GPS data degraded by SA (Selective Availability)

The US Department of Defence, who operates the GPS satellites, has introduced deliberate
complex errors into GPS data. It is generally considered that these errors cannot be
removed without extra equipment and post processing (and even then cannot be achieved
with deep ocean work.)

The characteristics of SA errors are probably changed from time to time, however they usu-
ally seem to be across quite a wide time spectrum. Of most concern for ADCP data are the
errors of order 50 cm/s over 5 to 10 minute periods. There also appears to be a smaller and
lower frequency component, the worst case so far observed had a residual error of 6 cm/s
after averaging an hour's data.

2.1 The implications for ADCP data are:

• individual GPS corrected ensembles (3 minute or less) often have errors of around .5 m/s.

• The existence of such errors prohibits the use of some quality control measures, espe-
cially of course dv/dt.

• 20 minute integrated profiles will usually have little extra error, maybe 1 or 2 cm/s. How-
ever, at times low frequency components of SA may cause larger errors, up to 10 or 20
cm/s.

• 60 minute profiles will rarely have more than 1 or 2 cm/s extra error.

• Incomplete 20 minute profiles (low 'icover' percentage) are less reliable because they are
probably incomplete due to a break in GPS coverage, and data adjacent gaps is usually
of poorer quality. Also, the SA errors are less likely to have been removed by averaging.
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ing
t possi-
• Bottom track and shear data are, of course, unaffected by this. When using GPS to get
ship's position, these errors are negligible (200m or 300m at most).

3 Calibration

ADCP water profile vectors are calibrated by being rotated through an angle α and multi-
plied by scaling factor  1+β. The rotational calibration primarily corrects for misalignment
of the transducer with respect to the ship, of the ship with respect to the gyro compass, and
the error in the gyro compass. The scaling multiplier primarily corrects biases arising from
the profiler itself. Both of these calibrations make a large difference to the resultant cur-
rents, particularly because they are both applied to the usually large ship-relative cur-
rents. For example, a scaling multiplier of .01 applied when the water velocity with respect
to the ship is 6 m/s alters the measured absolute currents by 6 cm/s. Calibration is particu-
larly difficult when the coefficients change with time, as appears to be the case on this voy-
age.

Results for this voyage:

α = 1.20 1 + β =  1.011

4 Data Quality

The data provided should not be taken as absolutely true and accurate. There are many
sources of error, some of which are very hard to quantify. Often the largest error is that of
determining the ship's actual velocity.

Accuracy of water velocity relative to the ship

The theoretical approximate short-term velocity error for our 150 kHz ADCP is:

sigma = (pulse length   X   square root of pings per average) - 1

For a 3 minute ensemble with say 170 pings, using 8m pulse, this gives a theoretical error
of 1 cm/s for each value (that is, independantly for each bin).

For 20 minute profiles, with say 1150 pings averaged, the error in measuring the velocity of
the water relative to the ship is probably reduced to the long term systematic bias. Of this
bias, RDI says

"Bias is typically of the order of 0.5 - 1.0 cm/s. This bias depends on a variety of factors includ
temperature, mean current speed, signal/noise ratio, beam geometry errors, etc. It is not ye
ble to measure ADCP bias and to calibrate or remove it in post-processing."

As well as that, there are the transducer alignment and gyro-compass errors, which proba-
bly have a residual effect after calibrating of roughly:

0.4 cm/s per m/s of ship speed, due to say 0.4 uncertainty and variation in alignment
angle.

0.4 cm/s per m/s of ship speed, due to say 0.004 uncertainty and variation in scaling
factor

This gives us say 0.6 cm/s error per m/s of ship speed, or 3.5 cm/s at 12 knots.
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Other sources of bias might be the real-time and post-processing data screening, and
depth-dependant bias.

GPS profiles

In the presence of SA, errors are larger and even very large errors cannot be removed by
dv/dt screening (because this would bias the long term average - there is reason to assume
that given a long enough period the accumulated SA error is close to zero).

Bottom track profiles

Firstly note that errors arising from transducer alignment and gyro limitations will sub-
stantially cancel out. Normally, the accuracy of screened bottom track data appears to be of
the same order of accuracy as non-SA GPS, that is, about 2 - 3 cm/s for a 20 minute profile.
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